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Article abstract
ABSTRACT
" To Be Taken as Spouse by a Naq ". Implication ot a Marriage with a Spirit in
the Burmese Possession Cuit (Myanmar)
In Burma, the relationship between " spirit-mediums " and naq spirits who are
the object of the possession cuit is mainly thought in terms of a marriage
between a female human and a mâle spirit. The spirits appear to be "
wife-takers ", contrary to the marriage alliance which is described as the basis
of the shamanistic relationship. This relationship is similar to one that
symbolically links the king with the local communities, the origin of the "
institutionalization " of the naq cuit. The bringing together of various
particular communities in the kingdom might well be conceived as the
consequence of an initial union between the king and a local hero's sister - a
hero who is afterwards appointed by the king as a local tutelary spirit. At both
levels, the marriage alliance expresses a domination one may qualify more
precisely as a " reversible subordination ", modeled according to the position
conferred to the woman in marriage. The relationship which allows "
possession " in the Burmese cuit differs also from the shamanistic one because
it is not dealing with " surnature " for the human community but with
regulating links between particular communities and the greater whole.
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